Abstract. An inhomogeneous version of a general form of the Jarn k-Besicovitch Theorem is proved.
Introduction
In some respects, inhomogeneous Diophantine approximation is rather di erent from homogeneous Diophantine approximation. Results in the former, where the additional variables o er extra`degrees of freedom', are sometimes sharper or easier to prove than the corresponding ones in the latter. is not only considerably easier to prove but is also slightly more general than the homogeneous case (Theorem I in Chapter 7 of 5]). In this version, the result holds for`almost all' the additional points as well and is thus`doubly metric ' 17] . The same is true for the more general Khintchine-Groshev Theorem 18, Chapter 1, Theorem 12] as the inhomogeneous`doubly metric' case has a much simpler proof than the homogeneous case.
On the other hand the extra variables can`interfere' with the homogeneous variables; for this reason there is no inhomogeneous counterpart to Dirichlet's theorem (see Theorem III in Chapter 3 of 5] Let V ( ) denote the set of points (X; ) 2 R mn R n for which the system of inequalities given by jhqX ? ij = max m=n: The natural precursor (mentioned above) of this result is the`doubly metric' inhomogeneous version of the Khintchine-Groshev theorem, which asserts that for any positive sequence (r); r = 1; 2; : : : , the Lebesgue measure jV ( ) either cannot be adapted or they involve complications which are not relevant to inhomogeneous Diophantine approximation.
Let I = 0; 1]. Since (X; ) 7 ! hqX ? i is 1-periodic, there is no loss in generality in restricting X to I mn and to I n . In addition, M m n (I) will be identi ed with I mn . Write = I mn I n . Then the set V ( ) can be expressed as the`lim-sup' set
where R q = f(X; ) 2 : hqX ? i = 0g; (3) and for each positive B (R q ) = f(X; ) 2 : jhq X ? ij < g is a neighbourhood of R q . Later, the related neighbourhood B(R q ; ) given by B(R q ; ) = f(X; ) 2 : dist 1 ((X; ); R q ) < g where dist 1 (!; A) = inffj! ? aj: a 2 A)g is the distance in the supremum metric of ! from the set A, will be used. This lemma does not hold in the homogeneous case when m = 1, corresponding to simultaneous Diophantine approximation (see 5, 18] ).
3. An inhomogeneous Jarn k-Besicovitch theorem By contrast with the inhomogeneous Khintchine-Groshev theorem, the`doubly metric' inhomogeneous Jarn k-Besicovitch theorem which gives the Hausdor dimension of V ( ) is quite di cult; as is often the case, this di culty lies in establishing the correct lower bound. Dirichlet's theorem and the more general linear forms theorem of Minkowski do not hold in the inhomogeneous setting and so cannot be used, as they can be to prove the Jarn k-Besicovitch theorem and its generalisations 2, 6, 8] . In the case of simultaneous Diophantine approximation, Jarn k 13] used a Cantortype construction to determine the Hausdor s-measure; other approaches are given in 4, 7, 11]. A. Baker and W. M. Schmidt introduced regular systems to obtain lower bounds for the Hausdor dimension of certain subsets of the line to generalise the Jarn k-Besicovitch theorem to approximation by real algebraic numbers 2]. In order to study geodesic excursions in hyperbolic manifolds, Meli an and Pestana 14] extended regular systems to`well-distributed' systems in higher dimensions. However this approach is limited to approximating points in R k and is not suitable for inhomogeneous Diophantine approximation, nor for approximation questions arising from the problem of`resonant' sets or`small denominators', associated with stability or normal forms questions. To deal with these rather varied questions, the more general notion of ubiquity has been introduced (for details see 8] and for some applications, see 9]). As usual the proof of the Theorem is in two steps, with the upward and downward inequalities for the Hausdor dimension being dealt with separately.
The upward inequality in the Theorem is straightforward but is included for completeness (note that need not be decreasing). To apply this result to V ( ), take S = = I mn I n , J = Z m n f0g, j = q, bqc = jqj and take the resonant sets R q to be given by (3), i.e., R q = f(X; ) 2 : hq X ? i = 0g:
Thus the resonant sets have dimension mn and codimension n. With these choices, the set (R; ') of points (X; ) 2 such that dist ((X; ); R q ) < '(jqj) for in nitely many q 2 Z m becomes
Now (see (3)), R q = r R q;r where the union is over those r 2 (q I mn ) \ Z n (recall that I mn is identi ed with M m n (I)). Each R q;r = f(X; ) 2 : qX ? = rg = (R q;r 1 ; : : :; R q;rn ), where R q;r j = f(x (j) ; j ): q x (j) ? j = r j g and x (j) is the j-th column of X. Letq = (q; ?1) and let f X denote the (m +1) n matrix given by X with added as the m + 1-th row. Write the j-th column of f X as e x (j) . When q 6 = 0, dist 1 f X; R q = minfdist 1 f X; R q;r : r 2 (q I mn ) \ Z n g = min r fminfdist 1 e x (j) ; R q;r j : 1 j ngg and for some j 0 , 1 j 0 n and e y lying in R q;r j 0 (so thatq e y = r j 0 ) jhq f Xij = maxfjhq e x (j) ij: 1 j ng = jhq e x (j 0 ) ij = jq (e x (j 0 ) ? e y)j: 
By (2) and (5), it follows that (R; ') V ( ) when '(q) = (q)=(m + 1)q. As well, the family R of resonant sets is ubiquitous with respect to the function given by (N) = N ?1?m=n log N; (8) as is now shown. whence by (10), (9) holds and so the family R is ubiquitous with respect to (N) = N ?1?m=n log N.
The ubiquity of the R q with respect to can be interpreted as a`weak' Dirichlet's theorem, in the sense that given any positive integer N, for all but a set of points 
